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multiple types of protected gameguard. “i am indra’s engineer.” — that’s what i say, when
somebody asks “and what kind of designer are you?” i say “i am ‘indra’s engineer.‘” i’m not very

different from william hudgins , a designer of alien resurrection , or from hollywood , generally. the
reason i say this is because when, as a designer, you’re in a project, you can either focus on the

problem you’re working on, or you can focus on the product. you can either focus on the little
building blocks that comprise the project, or you can focus on the “template” that it’s going to take

to be shipped out. it’s easy to focus on the things in front of you, and get frustrated when those
things don’t work out, but i think it’s important to remember that the absolute ultimate aim of the

project isn’t to have your building block come out looking exactly the same as the previous one, but
rather to have a great building block. you can have a really beautiful building block, with its texture,
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actually quite difficult to get frustrated, because it becomes so obvious what you’re supposed to do
to have your building block look good in the end product. you do become really focused on it, and

the template becomes so clear, and you don’t get really frustrated by that.
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